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વિઝન: "સસં્થા અને વિદ્યાથીઓના ંઉત્થાન માટે, સતત પ્રયત્નશીલ રહતે   ંસગંઠન" 

વમશન: "સસં્થા અને તેના વિદ્યાથીઓ િચ્ચે એક મજબતૂ બધંન તૈયાર કરવ  ં અને તેને માટે 
વિદ્યાથીઓના ંઆિડત, ક નેહ, ક્ષમતા અને વસધ્ધધઓ ને ઓળખીને તેનો ઊપયોગ સસં્થા અને તેની 
સાથે સકંળાયેલ વિદ્યાથીઓના ંફાયદા માટે સતત પ્રયત્નશીલ રહવે  .ં" 
VISION: “Association that continuously strive to uplift students and the institute” 

MISSION: “To build a strong bond between the institute and its students and for that to strive 
to identify & utilize students’ capabilities, skills, specialty as well as achievements for the 
benefits of the institute and its students.” 
Measurable objectives are being prepared for assuring the march towards vision through the 

path of mission, which will guarantee the result. Based on the objectives activities shall be 

planned and followed accordingly. 

 



 

 

The association was established in 1981 with about 50–60 members, as “Bhutpurv Vidhyarthi 

Mandal.” The same is now, in 2023, a registered trust with new name “Dr. S & S S Gandhi College 

of Engg and Technology Alumni Association, Surat” it is also granted 80 G certification for 

accepting donation and today it has strength of over 5000+ members, day by day it is being 

stronger and stronger. 

During corona havoc, the data was lost after death of secretary Shri B U Mehta Sir and founder 

other senior members passed away, and in addition now we lost our the founder president also 

and the total record is being retrieved from the hard copy forms to digital form by tracing the old 

documents. 

Even though the association has carried out many activities viz.  

a) 01 session of 3 hours on student development for 40 students from different branches 

was conducted by Alumni association, totally sponsored by Alumni Association even 

facilitator was also invited by them (July 23). 

b) Facilitators invited and sponsored for conducting total 5 sessions on different topic having 

relevance to soft skill of 02 hours each for students’ development for total about 65 

students of electrical engineering in August 2023. 

c) Provided Partial economic support (Sponsored) for FDPs for Electrical and Automobile 

Engg. Faculties (Feb 2024), for Civil Engg. (Dec 2023) and for Mech. Engg. support is 

confirmed (cheque is ready).  

d) A Student’s project was provided economic assistance (Civil engg. 2023) dr. ASS and mr. 

PDP were involved. 

e) Supported Blood donation camp in 2022. 

f) Arranged English language proficiency test and winners were awarded in 2022 as well as 

2023. 

g) Felicitated about 35 alumni* for their achievements in different fields on 15th August 2022 

h) Dec 2022 and 2023 Homage was paid to Dr. Sarosh Gandhi on his death anniversary. 

i) Student Pavilion was named after Late Alumni cum retired Faculty of civil engineering Shri 

S B Naik sir, which was built by alumni association and about 18 lakhs rupees were spent 

for the same. 

*those alumni who are achievers, viz. a recipient of recognition award from President of India,  


